
We claim:

A semiconductor structure for storing charges, comprising:

an insulator layeri^avi^g a first compound that includes substances; and

a conductive layer ha\^g algcoM compound that includes a first substance

and a second substance, wherein thdssecona compound in an as-deposited state

includes a substantial amount of the second substance so as to inhibit undesired

diffusion of at least one substance of the firstWnpound from the insulator layer.

2>v The semiconductor structure of claim 1 , wherein the first compound includes

ditantahsun pentaoxide.

3. The semibQnductor structure of claim 1, wherein the first substance includes

ruthenium atoms.

4. The semiconductor struchye of claim 1, wherein the second substance

includes oxygen atoms.

The semiconductor structure of claim 1 ^wherein the second compound

includes RuO
x , wherein x is indicative of a desired number of atoms.
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6. A semiconductor"fracture for storing charges, comprising:

an insulator layer; and

a conductive layer having a

second substance, wherein the condul

mpduruj formed from a first substance and a

tiveHay6r includes a trace amount of the first

substance, wherein the morphology of the semicb^ductor structure remains stable

when the trace amount of the first substance is oxid

>

ize^uring crystallization of the

insulator layer.

The semiconductor structure of claim 6, wherein the compound includes

RuO
x
;Vherein x is indicative of a desired number of atoms.

8. The semiconductor structure of claim 6, wherein the first substance includes

ruthenium.

9. The semiconductor strufe^ure of claim 6, wherein the second substance

includes oxygen.

10. The semiconductor structure of claims^, wherein the insulator layer includes

ditantalum pentaoxide.
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11. A semiconductor structure for storing charges, comprising:

an insulator layer having a p

a conductive layer having a cc

littwity value greater than about 25; and

30una\wherein the compound remains

stable when the insulator layer is crys aHiz^a at a high temperature so as to decrease

the charge leakage of the insulator layer.

The semiconductor structure of claim 11, wherein the insulator layer

incites ditantalum pentaoxide.

1 3 . The semiconductor structure of claim 11, wherein the compound includes

RuO
x , wherein thes^c is indicative of a desired number of atoms.

14. The semiconductor^tructure of claim 11, wherein the high temperature

includes greater than about 75(r4egrees Celsius to less than about 801 degrees

Celsius.

15. The semiconductor structure of claimd 1, wherein the conductive layer

passivates the insulator layer from undesired oxidation.

16. A semiconductor structure for\te^ng charges, comprising:

an insulator layer having a perm fflvlty value; and
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a conductive layer abuttinglyxoupled to the insulator layer, wherein the

crystalline structure of the insulatonayerMescribes a desired lattice plane such that

the permittivity value of the insulatoHafer is greater than about 25.

The semiconductor structure of claim 16, wherein the insulator layer

indues ditantalum pentaoxide.

18. The semiconductor structure of claim 16, wherein the conductive layer

includes RuO
x ,
wijerein the x indicates a desired number of atoms.

19. The semiconductmystructure of claim 16, wherein the desired lattice plane

includes substantially a (00 1 ) plane.

in

20. The semiconductor structure ofvclaim 16, wherein the desired lattice plane is

described by three axes, wherein the desire^ lattice plane is parallel to two of the

three axes and intersects one of the three axes.^

21. A capacitor comprising:

a first electrode;

a dielectric that includes ditar

a second electrode having a c\m\

ntaoxide; and

at includes a first substance and a
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Second substance, wherein the compound in an as-deposited state includes a

substantial amount of the second substance so as to inhibit undesired diffusion at a

high temperature, wherein the compound includes RuO
x , wherein the x is indicative

of a desireasnumber of atoms.

22. A capacitor\)mprising:

a first electrode;

a dielectric that includes ditant^hlm^ntaoxide; and

a second electrode having a\^ompounfl that includes a first substance and a

Si ,
second substance, wherein the second electrode includes a trace amount of the first

ibstaitae is oxididbd during crystallization of the

substance, wherein the morphology

when the trace amount of the first

dielectric, wherein the compound includes

desired number of atoms.

l

the semiconductor structure remains stable

/herein the x is indicative of a

23. A capacitor comprising:

a first electrode;

a dielectric that includes ditantalum pentaoxide; and

a second electrode having a compound, wherein the crysfedline structure of

the dielectric describes a (001) lattice plane, wherein the compound\pcludes RuOx

wherein the x is indicative of a desired number of atoms.
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24. *\A capacitor comprising:

a lirst electrode;

a dielectric having a first compound that includes a first substance and a

second substance^herein the first compound includes ditantalum pentaoxide; and

a second electrode having a second compound that includes a third substance

and a fourth substance, wh^ein the second electrode includes a trace amount of the

third substance, wherein the secbnd compound iikan as-deposited state includes a

substantial amount of the fourth subWicp, wherem the trace amount of the third

substance is oxidized during the crystalli; nation 0/ the dielectric such that a diffusion

of at least one of the first substance and tjie^cond substapce is inhibited, wherein

ib^the crystalline structure of the dielectric

and wherein the second compound incl

desired number of atoms.

escribe^ substantially a (001) lattice plane,

es RuOv , fyhst'ein the x is indicative of a

25. A capacitor comprising:

a first electrode having a substance that is selected frorfi a group consisting

of TiN, TiON, WNX, TaN, Ta, Pt, Pt-Rh, Pt-RhO
x)
Ru, RuOx ,

Ir,W, Pt-Ru, Pt-

RuOx ,
Pt-Ir, Pt-IrO

x ,
SrRu0

3 ,
Au, Pd, Al, Mo, Ag, and Poly-Si; \

a dielectric having a first compound that includes a first substance and a

second substance, wherein the first compound includes ditantalum pentaoxMe; and

a second electrode having a second compound that includes a third suo^tance

\
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and a fourth substance, wherVn the second electrode includes a trace amount of the

third substance, wherein the second comibuund hi an as-deposited state includes a

substantial amount of the fourth subshq/|^, wherei/i the trace amount of the third

substance is oxidized during the crystalhfeatiqn of th^dielectric such that a diffusion

1of at least one of the first substance and {pe seconfcUubfstance is inhibited, wherein

the crystalline structure of the dielectric describes"s^^ntially a (001) lattice plane,

sirrthe xand wherein the second compound includes RuO
x , wherein thqx is indicative of a

desired number of atoms.

26. AMnethod for enhancing a dielectric, comprising:

forming an as-deposited film of a conductive compound that includes a first

substance and aSsecond substance, wherein the act of forming incorporates a

substantial amounrof the second substance in the as-deposited film so as to inhibit

undesired oxidation oXthe first substance at a high temperature; and

forming the dielectric over the conductive compound.

27. The method of claim 2(k wherein the first substance includes ruthenium.

28. The method of claim 26, wherein the second substance includes oxygen.

29. The method of claim 26, wherein th\conductive compound includes RuOx ,
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wherein the x is indicative of a desired number of atoms.

30. TheKmethod of claim 26, wherein the dielectric includes ditantalum

pentaoxide. ^

31. A method for enhancing a semiconductor structure that stores charges,

comprising: \

forming an as-deppsited film of a conductive compound that includes a first

substance and a substantialWiount of a second substance so as to inhibit volatile

oxide states caused by the firs\ substance; and

forming the dielectric ovV the conductive compound.

32. The method of claim 31, wherW forming includes forming in about 210

degrees Celsius. \

33. The method of claim 3 1 , wherein formmg includes forming with a first

substance, wherein the first substance includes abW 200 seem of Ru-HEC.

34. The method of claim 3 1 , wherein forming includes forming with a second

substance, wherein the second substance includes about 2m) seem of0
2

.
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35. 'She method of claim 31, wherein forming includes forming at a pressure of

about 2.5 torrs.

36. A methocMbr enhancing a semiconductor structure that stores charges,

comprising: \

forming an as-ateosited film of ruthenium oxide that includes a substantial

amount of oxygen so as toSinhibit morphological change caused by oxidation of

ruthenium; \

crystallizing the as-deposited film to form a crystallized film; and

forming the dielectric overthe crystallized film.

37. The method of claim 36, wherek crystallizing includes crystallizing at a

temperature that is greater than about 750vdegrees Celsius and less than about 800

degrees Celsius. \

38. The method of claim 36, wherein crystallizing includes crystallizing in an

ambient of nitrogen. \

39. The method of claim 36, wherein the act of crystallizing results in

compounds and substances that include ruthenium dioxide and a trace amount of

ruthenium. \

I A
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40. ^he method of claim 36, wherein forming the as-deposited film depositing

the as-deposked film using a technique of chemical vapor deposition.

41 . A method rbr enhancing a semiconductor structure that stores charges,

comprising: \

forming a conductive layer ofRuOx ;

crystallizing to forrrl Ru0
2
and a trace amount ofRu;

forming an amorphous* insulator layer ofTa^; and

crystallizing to form crystallized Ta^, wherein the act of crystallizing to

form crystallized Ta^ converts tne trace amount ofRu into Ru0
2

.

42. The method ofclaim 41, whereifi crystallizing to form crystallized Ta^

includes crystallizing at a temperature of about 800 degrees Celsius.

43. The method of claim 41, wherein crystallizing to form crystallized Ta^

includes crystallizing in an ambient of dinitrogenWide.

44. The method of claim 41 , wherein crystallizing tWorm crystallized Ta^

includes crystallizing in an ambient of oxygen. \
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45. Tt^e method of claim 41, wherein crystallizing to form crystallized Ta^

acts to passiWe the conductive layer from volatility caused by the trace amount of

Ru. \

46. A method forenhancing a semiconductor structure that stores charges,

comprising: \

forming a conductive layer ofRuO
x ;

crystallizing to form Ru0
2
and a trace amount of Ru;

forming an amorphous insulator layer ofTa^; and

forming a crystallized Td^Ou with a desired lattice plane such that the

permittivity of the crystallized Ta^Ms greater than about 25.

47. The method of claim 46, wherein forming a crystallized Ta^ includes

forming substantially a (001) lattice plane. \

48. The method of claim 46, wherein formingya conductive layer ofRuOx

includes forming with a substantial amount ofoxygW

49. The method of claim 46, wherein crystallizing includes crystallizing at a

temperature of greater than about 750 degrees Celsius to leSs than about 800 degrees

Celsius. \
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50. The^method of claim 46, wherein forming a crystallized Ta^ includes

forming at a temperature of about 800 degrees Celsius.

51. A memory device comprising:

an array o(memory cells, wherein the array includes at least one capacitor

that includes:

an insulator layer having a first compound that includes substances;

a conductive layer having a second compound that includes a first

substance and a second substance, wheremifi&second compound in an as-deposited

state includes a substantial amount ofme second substance so as to inhibit undesired

diffusion of at least one substan^of/ie first^ompound from the insulator layer;

an address decoder;

a row access circuitry;

a column access circuitry;

a controller; and

an input/output circuit.

52. An electronic system comprising:

a plurality of circuit modules includes a plurality of dies, wherein at least one

die includes at least one array ofmemory cells, wherein tnfe array comprises at least

one capacitor that includes:
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an insulator layer having a first compound that includes substances;

a conductive layer having a second compound that includes a first

substai^e and a second substance, wherein the second compound in an as-deposited

state inclua§s a substantial amount of the second substance so as to inhibit undesired

diffusion of at feast one substance of the first compound from the insulator layer;

at least one\ansistor having a gate, drain, and source, wherein the drain is

coupled to the second conductive layer^

a plurality of leads cbupledtb the plurality of dies to provide unilateral or

bilateral communication and cohtijol; and

a user interface.

53. A computer system compr

a processor;

a memory system that comprises a plLuJbtffy ofmemory modules, wherein

one of the plurality of memory modules comprises\a plurality ofmemory devices,

wherein at least one memory device comprises at least one array ofmemory cells,

wherein the array comprises at least one capacitor that includes:

an insulator layer having a first compound includes substances;

a conductive layer having a second compound that includes a first

substance and a second substance, wherein the second compound man as-deposited

state includes a substantial amount of the second substance so as to inhibit undesired
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•
diffusion of at least one substance of the first compound from the insulator layer;

and

at leasKone transistor having a gate, drain, and source, wherein the drain is

coupled to the secohd conductive layer;

a plurality ofcommand links ^cfuplojl to the plurality ofmemory devices to

communicate at least one comrhandlf

a plurality of data links coup\bd
v
to £hej3lurality ofmemory devices to

communicate data;

a memory controller;

at least one user interface device, wljer&n the^t least one user interface

device includes a monitor;

at least one output device, wherein the at least one output,device includes a

printer; and

at least one bulk storage device.
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